
 

 
 
 
 

INTERNSHIP CONDITIONS IN EUROSTARS MUNICH 
 

 
Eurostars Hotels is a hotel chain belonging to the Hotusa Group. In 2005, Grupo Hotusa created the Eurostars Hotels chain, a 
collection of high-end urban establishments, with a strategic location in the historic center of the cities or in the vicinity of its 
financial districts that stand out for their cultural uniqueness. Currently, the chain has a portfolio of more than 100 
establishments located in major Spanish capital cities as well as in the main international destinations: New York, Berlin, 
Rome, Naples, Venice, Palermo, Brussels, Prague, Budapest, Lisbon, Porto, or Mexico City, among others. Touring the 
facilities of any of the Eurostars hotels means discovering a universe of spaces of careful interior design and pampering 
decoration, where avant-garde and tradition blend to give place to warm and welcoming establishments. In them, the guest 
feels the comfort of their own home, without renouncing the advantages and comforts of the most modern facilities and 
state-of-the-art technological equipment. 
 Year after year, the hotel division, designated Eurostars Hotel Company, has expanded its portfolio of establishments in 
Spain and other European countries. This process of expansion was completed in 2005 with the launch of the Eurostars 
Hotels chain, which in just over 5 years has expanded rapidly both nationally and internationally. Subsequently, a second 
chain, Exe Hotels, was born, which comprises a selection of 67 modern and functional establishments in cities of 13 countries 
and which adds its directory of hotels reaching up to 169 establishments in 18 countries. 

 
 

Within Eurostars Munich we offer internships for students of tourism, hospitality, or related studies. 

 

In Munich, we have 3 hotels: 

- Eurostars Grand Central 
- Eurostars Book Hotel 
- Hotel Regent 

All of our hotels are in the center of the city. 

In addition, within Bavaria we have another hotel located in the city of Regensburg, Eurostars Park 
Maximilian. 

 

We are looking for students who want to learn, who want to develop and grow with us.  

 

The practices we offer are in:  

 

- F&B deppartment ( Breakfast, Room Service, Bar and Restaurant) 
 

• Service 

• Kitchen 
 

- Front Office 
- Events 
- Reserves 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Our requirements are:  
 

REQUIREMENTS F&B KITCHEN FRONT OFFICE EVENTS RESERVES 

English B1-B2 B1-B2 B2-C1 B2-C1 B2-C1 

German A1-A2 - B2 B1 B1 

 
We offer:  

• 200€ per month (3 months) 500€ per month (6 months) 
• Accomodation included 
• Lunch or dinner in working time 
• Ticket transport 
• 65% german course (max 165€ per month) 

 
For any questions, do not hesitate to contact us through hr.munich@eurostarshotelscompany.com  
 
Best Regards,  

 
 

 
 
 

Laura Manzano 
Human Resources 
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